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Freewing 1700mm a- 10 thunderbolt ii

Known for its crews and the men and women it has defended on the ground for decades, the A-10 Thunderbolt II, affectionately called Warthog, continues to dominate the skies on CAS missions in conflict zones around the world. Despite the first flight over 40 years ago, the superior ability of the A-10 to
fulfill its intended mission in modern warfare remains undeniable Freewing Models very proud to announce the largest and most definitive foam electric PNP A-10 Thunderbolt RC model aircraft in the world! Powered by two 80mm EDFs, this 1700mm wingspan is a beast larger than the two 1500mm
wingspan of the dual 70mm EDF A-10s on the market while remaining easy to transport. Freewing 80mm A-10 provides the best balance between size, weight, traction, high speed, break speed, transportability, rough grass processing and overall scale accuracy. As an added bonus, we have included a
complete set of highly detailed weapons in the Model box assembled from just ten main parts. Removable wings and a comfortable flexible servo sled, accessible at the base, provide a safe and reliable electronic connection at any time. The A-10 wings consist of hollow chamber foam with an
interconnected matrix of plywood ribs, carbon square spars and aluminum blocks providing rigid but elastic handling. Recognizing requests from our customers who do not have access to smooth asphalt runways, the Freewing 80mm A-10 has been specifically designed to be the most grass capable PNP
EDF on the market. While the sports scale oleo nose racks, the main racks are strained by the rear links. With foam rubber tires over 3 high and 1 wide, we tested the Freewing 80mm A-10 to take off from extreme grass 3 high. The main chassis is located as part of the aforementioned plywood, carbon
and aluminum matrix to distribute rough amphibious forces throughout the wing and avoid critical damage. In the air, the new A-10 power system provides a fully large-scale flight profile. High vertical loops, hard jinking turns, stable slow flight and authoritative power. Critically, this model was designed to
fly at all throttle points, both upright and inverted, without step sensitivity. There is no nose weight in this A-10; Instead, various factors have been optimized in concert, so you don't need much up to the elevator to fly level, and the different power suddenly won't cause your nose to step up or down. As a
semi-scale model, the Freewing 80mm A-10 is finished from a factory in the U.S. Air Force with two shades of gray. A water floss sticker set with more than 50 utility markings and three full A-10 liveries is included for the pilot to customize his or her A-10. These decals proudly represent the 163rd Fighter
Squadron Blacksnakes, Louisiana 47th Fighter Squadron Termita and Georgia 23rd Fighter Group Flying Tigers. For The For Wanting to install a comparable pair of its 90mm EDFs on the 6s, we will also offer a 90mm nacelle that bolts into place and retains the external stock sizes of 80mm nacelle. Own
the world's largest, most capable, most customizable, and most powerful foam electric PNP A-10 and add the ultimate scale to the power plant in the hangar today! Visit the Official Freewing A-10 80mm Discussion theme on HobbySquawk.com for additional photos, videos, reviews, and customer FOR
FEATURES: The largest foam electric PNP A-10 Warthog in the world Complete a set of highly detailed weapons included in the field (CAS load) Weapons plyons individually removable from the wing, and each weapon can be placed on any of the 8 included plylons for full tuning. 90mm bolt-on nacelles
for those who want to install a 90mm power system (sold separately) Winner at AEF 2017 for Best Scale Jet High scale fidelity qualifies as a giant scale class in AMA Grass rules ready to retract with metal trunions and 5mm multi-material steel pins (full carbon fiber lon, plywood ribs, and aluminum blocks)
wing structure for better balance of stiffness and smooth flight handling Scale wheel knots and sequenced nose gear doors DayBright LEDs and sequenced lander screw-on wings and tail surfaces Flexible wire wings use for ultimate reliability and resistance to disconnection while flexing the wing
Spacious battery compartment, no cutting required Bye Metal Gear Servos for three unique livery variants and 50 different utilities : Freewing A-10 Thunderbolt II Scale Super Twin EDF Jet - PNP PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS : AGE LEVEL : 14 AND UP SKILL LEVEL : ADVANCED BUILD TIME : 1
HOUR Wingspan 1700mm / 66.92in Длина 1551mm / 61.06in Flying Weight 540 6g / 190.69oz с двумя 6S Admiral 4000 mAh LiPo Batteries5714g / 201.55oz с двумя 6S Admiral 5000 mAh LiPo Batteries CG (Центр тяжести) 78mm назад от ведущего края корня крыла, с самолетом вертикально и
передач вниз Power System 2x 3530-1900KV Brushless Outrunner Motors Электронный контроль скорости 2x 100 Amp ESCs с EC5 Разъемы Пропеллер / EDF 2x 80mm EDFs с 9 Blade Вентиляторы Servos 9g металлическое снаряжение цифровой стандарт с двумя 300mm приводит: шасси
door17g металлическое снаряжение цифровой стандарт с двумя 300mm приводит : нос передач рулевое управление30g металлическое снаряжение цифровой стандарт с двумя 300mm приводит : левый эйлерон, правый aileron17g металлический механизм цифрового стандарта с
двумя 100mm приводит : left flap, right inboard flap17g metallic gear digital standard with 300mm lead (100mm manual) : left hanging flap, right hanging flap17g metallic gear digital standard with 2,550mm leads: right elevator17g metal gear digital standard with 2,550mm (100mm 100mm : left steering
wheel, right steering wheel Landing Gear Grass ready to scale oleo nose rack and stretched rear link main rack Required battery 2x 6S 22.2V 4000mAh - 6000mAh LiPo with EC5 Connector Required Radio 6 Channel Ailerons Da Lift Da Rudder Da Flaps Da Lights Da Hinge Type nylon reinforced Loops
Material EPO Pena Skills Level Advanced Build Time 1 Hour Recommended Wednesday Open Any requests should be addressed: Attention: Albury RC Models and Hobby Email: via Contact Form (on this page) Phone: (61 2) 6025 0497 Post: Shop 3/329 Uranus Road Lavington, NSW 2641
INTRODUCTION Albury RC Models - Hobbies is committed to protecting your privacy and introducing technology which gives you the most powerful and secure online experience. This Privacy Statement is distributed to the Albury RC Models and Hobbies website and regulates the collection and use of
data. Using the Albury RC Models and Hobbies website, you agree to the data transfer practices described in this statement. Albury RC Models and Hobbies is also committed to implementing the national privacy principles set out in the Commonwealth Privacy Amendment (Private Section) Act 2000.
These principles govern the collection, use, processing and storage of personal and system information. For details of the legislation, go to the Federal Privacy Commission's website In accordance with the National Privacy Principles of Albury RC Models and Hobbies will: collect personal, confidential and
medical information with fair, legal and unobtrusive means only to use the information collected to provide quality property services. In addition, information may be collected and recorded to satisfy Albury RC Models - Hobby's legal obligation not to disclose or disseminate personal, confidential or medical
information collected from its consumers without the specific consent of the consumer or if it is not required to do so by law. Albury RC Models - Hobbies may disseminate aggregated statistical information for reporting purposes, but information that is personally identified will not be disclosed to third
parties, disclosing, with consent, from time to time personal, confidential and medical information to others for administrative purposes. Take reasonable steps to ensure the information collected is accurate, complete and accurate to take reasonable steps to protect personal, confidential and medical
information held from misuse, loss and unauthorized access, modification or disclosure of COLLECTION AND USE GENERAL AND PERSONAL INFORMATION Albury RC Models and Hobby website makes some use of data that directly or indirectly identifies users. We care about practices that affect
Privacy. Specific details are described below: Albury RC Models and Hobby website collects information about your computer hardware, which may include: your computer or proxy IP address, IP address, type, domain names, dates and times of access, access to pages and downloaded documents, a link
to the website address, your login details (if appropriate) and visit status. This data is used to deliver individual content to the Albury RC Models and Hobby website for users whose behavior indicates that they are interested in a particular subject area and provide general statistics regarding the use of the
Albury RC Models and Hobby Website. Albury RC Models and Hobbies will not attempt to identify users or view them activities if in the event of an investigation where law enforcement can carry out a warrant to verify log activity. This may be necessary: comply with the law's ordinances or comply with the
litigation serviced on the Albury RC Models and Hobbies website or on the website; Protect and protect the rights or property of the Albury RC Models and Hobby website; and, act in exceptional circumstances to protect the personal safety of users of the Albury RC Models and Hobby website, or the
public. Sometimes you may be asked to complete survey questionnaires that appear on the Albury RC Models and Hobbies website. These may include providing identifiable information. You will be given the reasons for collecting such information and the purpose for which it will be used. By participating
in a questionnaire or survey, you accept certain additional conditions regarding the use of the information you provide. Your names and address details will not be added to the mailing list, nor will officials disclose this information to third parties without your consent unless required by law. E-mail
messages can be monitored by our website support staff for system shooting and maintenance purposes. Despite the best efforts, Albury RC Models and Hobbies cannot guarantee an answer to emails. Some email received by the Website Administrator may be sent to other employees for action.
SECURITY OF YOUR PERSONAL INFORMATION Although this site provides opportunities for secure transmission of information over the Internet (SSL and encryption), it is recognized that there may be risks with the transmission of information over the Internet. This site may contain links to websites
not managed by Albury RC Models and Hobbies. For these sites, Albury RC Models and Hobbies is not responsible for the privacy or security practices or content of such websites. Information collected in the website's files and logs is stored on secure servers to prevent unauthorized access. USE OF
COOKIES The Albury RC Models and Hobbies website use cookies to help you personalize your online experience. A cookie is a text file that is placed on a web server hard drive. Cookies can't to run programs or deliver viruses to your computer. Cookies are uniquely assigned to you and can only be
read by a web server in that gave out the cookies for you. The purpose of the cookie is to let the web server know that you've returned to a specific page. This repository lasts in the browser's memory while the browser is active. The Albury RC Models and Hobby website checks if the cookie and Java
script were included in the browser settings. If not, send a message asking you to include these features in your security settings. Most browsers may be configured to accept or reject cookies. You can set up a browser to reject cookies or notify you when they are in use. Please note that giving up cookies
may limit the functionality of the Albury RC Models and Hobbies website. CHANGES TO THIS FOR ALBURY RC Models and Hobbies will from time to time update this Privacy Statement to reflect the organization, legislation and customer feedback. Albury RC Models and Hobby encourages you to
periodically review this statement to be informed about how Albury RC Models and Hobbies protects your information. CONTACT INFORMATION Albury RC Models and Hobby welcomes your comments regarding this privacy statement. If you believe that Albury RC Models and Hobbies has not adhered
to this statement, please contact Albury RC Models and Hobby - Site Administrator. If you would like more information on how Albury RC Models and Hobbies manages personal information, please contact Albury RC Models and Hobbies. Hobby.
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